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Backyard Birds—Up Close!
….but WHY?
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1:00 pm– 3:30 pm
Some of “our” birds
would like to meet you!
Since 2011 the Missouri
River Bird Observatory
has banded
over 150 birds
in our Bird
Garden here at
Birds-I-View.
(we have
“resighted” over 30% of them!)
Come find out
why we think this
project is so
special!

Since December
2011 the BIV Bird Garden has been proud to
host the Missouri River
Bird Observatory for
an average of three
public “Bird Banding”
events per year. We
are SO happy to be a
part of this project! Let
us share a few reasons
WHY:
At the top of
the list is the spectacular folks who make up
the Missouri River Bird
Observatory. From the
onset of our involvement in their Backyard
Bird Banding Project
we were impressed
with Dana Ripper
(Director) and Ethan
Duke ( Assistant Director). Their skill,
knowledge, and dedication to conservation
was apparent, but also
a sincere desire to utilize this banding project to reach individuals from all backgrounds, enticing them
to a better understanding and appreciation of
our native wildlife.
Dana and Ethan use
the best ambassadors
available to accomplish
this goal...the birds
themselves! Particularly, backyard birds
who dart in and out
and around our lives
every day. Steve and I
have watched as even
seasoned birders ex-

pressed awe at the closeup view of a Whitebreasted Nuthatch in the
hands of a bird bander
in the BIV Bird Garden.
The MRBO Backyard
Bird Banding Project is
not our first exposure to
the practice of putting
leg bands on birds—or
the experience of public
Above: a Hairy Woodpecker takes
banding demonstracenter stage at a recent banding
tions. Since the early
demo in the BIV Bird Garden
1990s Steve and I have
been blessed to have
been involved with sevBander Portia Macmillan, a
eral banding projects
veteran birder who became a
and exposed to many
special friend. Among many
banders around the
other projects, Steve and I
country. Steve had the
worked with Portia on her
privilege of being
MAPS project (Monitoring
trained to band birds by
Avian Productivity and Survithree superior Master
vorship). Steve learned to
Banders : The late Bob
band birds from Baltimore
Sargent (of course with
Orioles to White-eyed Vireos
the help of Martha Sarto Northern Flickers and
gent) taught Steve to
more. Both Steve and I
band hummingbirds and
learned to retrieve birds from
allowed us to be involved in raising
Continued on Page 2
awareness and documenting birds for their
“Wintering Hummingbirds” project from the
mid 90s into 2003.
Steve learned
to band a variety of
birds from Master

Above: Veronica Mecko (MRBO staff member)
shows off a Carolina Chickadee from the Birds-IView Bird Garden.
Left: MRBO Director Dana Ripper meticulously
records measurements and other data gathered
from the birds banded at BIV. This data is turned
into the Bird Banding Laboratory. Read more
about the BBL and the North American
Bird Banding Program at :
www.pwrc.usgs.gov/BBL
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WHY ...continued from page 1

the nets prior to banding and
helped to record data. Steve also
honed his hummingbird banding
skills under Portia’s guidance.
Master Bander Sandy Bivens,
who also became a special friend,
taught Steve to band cavity-nesting
birds like Bluebirds, Purple Martins, Tree Swallows and more.
Sandy was Director at the Warner
Parks Nature Center in TN and Steve and I learned a great deal from
her. Her guidance has proven valuable to us even all these years later!
Many of the friends
we have met through
our involvement in the
North American Bluebird Society and State
Bluebird Societies are
licensed to band Bluebirds and/or Purple
Martins, and frequently other small cavitynesters. Many of those permits
were issued to study “Nest-site fidelity” in a particular species. We
have attended many Bluebird Conventions which highlighted useful
information that was
attained
by Bluebird trail monitors doing
research via banding projects.
Public Bird banding demonstrations, such as the large hummingbird event held annually at
Land Between the Lakes in KY, or
those in which we have attended/
participated at Parks and Nature
Centers around the country have
also given us insights into the value
of banding wild birds.
It is not hard to point to important discoveries and “new” information resulting from using bird
banding as a research tool. To me,
one of the most fascinating examples occurred in 1944 when 13
bands from Chimney Swifts were
returned to the US from Peru
where the bands had been recov-
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ered from birds there. Previous to this event, the Chimney
Swifts wintering grounds had
not been charted and much
debate existed over where
these birds spent the winter.
Indeed, some rather imaginative stories existed to explain
their winter disappearance —
including the idea that the
birds buried themselves in
mud in the winter and reemerged in the spring! The
ABOVE: Steve with Master Bird Bander Portia
Macmillan banding Ruby-throated Hummingphysical evidence from the
birds at our home in Middle TN.
return of these 13 chimney
swift bands brought an end
to this speculation. By the way,
Bahamas by plane! ( PLEASE
eight of those bands were from
don’t do any of that, by the way).
swifts originally banded in NashNo amount of photos and docuville, TN by a dedicated researcher mentation seemed to impact bird
named Amelia Laskey who conenthusiasts enough to change their
ducted a great deal of her research behavior and attitude about
in and around the Warner Parks
“helping” these birds until they
area of Nashville (small world!).
were made aware of “Wintering
Read the 1944 Press Release about hummingbirds” returning to the
the Chimney Swift bands HERE.
same yard and feeders to spend the
And here’s a link to a picture of
winter 2 or 3 years in a row. The
school children watching a video
idea that these birds had somehow
about Laskey’s 1940s Chimney
become lost or were “blown off
Swift research (from the Warner
course” diminished in the face of a
Parks Nature Center facebook
little metal leg band containing an
page)
ID number which proved this was
Other examples of banding rethe same bird from previous winsearch contributing new inforters.
mation include Dr. David Pitts reScenarios like the one I just
search on winter body weights of
described are likely the main reaEastern Bluebirds. Certainly Bob
son I support the practice of bird
and Martha Sargent’s decades of
banding. I have watched it
research documenting hummingchange the behavior and mind
bird species which wintered in are- -set of individuals from various
as of the US instead of migrating to walks of life, often more than
Central or South America qualify. I scientific reasoning and practical
was able to actually WATCH the
application
positive impact that particular realone
search had on attitudes of backyard seemed to
birders who so wanted to “help” the be able to
hummers that they sometimes cap- accomplish.
tured hummingbirds during winter
months to either house them inCarolina Wren BIV Bird Gdn
doors (or in green houses) OR even
shipped them off to México or the
continued on page 3
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WHY ...continued from page 2

gram, and feel particularly blessed
Yes, I am aware of the people who that the Missouri River Bird Obfeel that bird-banding is outdated, servatory is the originator and adand that there are better, more
ministration of this program! It is
modern tools now for getting the
their research, their project and
same information. That, however, hard work, and the BIV Bird Gardepends on your goals and objec- den is only a small part of that.
tives. For the purposes of relating
How can you help
data to the widest circle of individ- with this special research
uals, and having them care about on backyard birds?
and “receive” that data, I believe
1. Become a member of the
bird banding studies and events
Missouri River Bird Observatory
are an extremely valuable tool.
to help support their work! Join
Of course, at the BIV bird
HERE.
banding events, the educational
2. Come to Birds-I-View
element is key. We appreciate that and learn to accurately “resight”
MRBO is willing to invest time and color leg bands on our birds...it
resources in events like these.
takes a little practice, but it is SO
The “big picture” benefit is real
fun (and helpful!). Help us watch
and we believe truly makes a diffor—and record– color banded
ference. It seems so very little bird birds in the BIV Bird Garden so we
banding research has been concan report them to MRBO.
ducted with respect to backyard
3. Watch for color
birds. (data exists for work done in banded birds in YOUR yard
the late 80s , and a smidgeon more or when you are birding localhere and there, but really it is quite ly if you live in the Jefferson City
barren in comparison to other or- area. Certainly the banded birds
nithological research.) We are
from the BIV Bird Garden don’t
honored to participate in this pro-

spend all of their time at Birds-IView! Where do they go? Next
time you take a few minutes to
watch a cute little Chickadee or
Downy Woodpecker, take a little
EXTRA time to check out their
legs for a possible color leg band!

ABOVE: Taken in the BIV Bird Garden
just this week, we call this pic “Banded
Bird Party”! The Chickadee and Junco are
sporting bands fairly easy to see...We like
to think maybe the Cardinal has a leg
band we can’t see!

RIGHT: Our most fa-

mous banded bird from
the BIV Bird Garden,
this White-throated
Sparrow was banded here

in Jan. of 2012 and has
returned to winter with us
every year since! (It is actually making two trips per
year...one as it departs our
garden in spring to return
to its breeding grounds
(likely Canada) and again
when it returns to Missouri to spent the Winter!

2013

2016

ABOVE: The two Carolina Chickadees in this pic were banded in the BIV
Bird Garden in different years. The pink-banded bird was banded in 2012
and the green-banded bird, the female, (top right) was more recently banded, in March of 2015. These birds nested in this box in the BIV Bird Garden
in April of 2015 , raising six young! So WHAT is that flat board doing over
the entrance hole to the box?? It is a House Wren guard and you can read
about it on the Educational Page of our website. Simply go to the blue sidebar titled “Learning Series Set for Nest Box Landlords” and scroll down to
the section on “Making Baffles and Guards”.
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Seasonal Backyard Birding Tips

from Birds-I-View

It’s Winter! Time to feed high fat
feeders with very little or NO perch area
15 feet from your feeding stations to give
suet, nuts, and sunflower hearts to help
will also help. We highly recommend
birds an opportunity to negotiate a safe path
birds keep warm. Fat and calories are a good
maintaining at least one feeder in which
to and from feeders/baths for protection
thing for the birds! Suet cakes and shell –free
ONLY white safflower seed is placed. As
from hawks and cats.
foods that are 30-40% Fat require less energy
long as the seed is not mixed with anything
Many wonderful native sparrows are
for the birds to eat (no shelling) and provide
else, it is very successful in attracting many
in mid-Missouri only in the winter- proenergy for keeping warm. Hot pepper suet
great backyard birds while deterring starvide white millet (not milo) in large platwill discourage squirrels, raccoons and oposlings and grackles. (A note to avoid confuform feeders or scattered on the ground
sums, while suet and nuts fed inside cages
sion: Cowbirds will eat safflower seed).
to attract American Tree, fox, whitewill keep Starlings and Grackles from conProvide Winter Cover for the
throated, and white-crowned sparrows
suming it all before our smaller
as well as Dark-eyed Juncos
backyard birds can get to it!
and more! Scatter seed on
(making home-made suet reciground in small quantities with
pes is a fun wintertime project
cover nearby.
January 2, 2016
for children AND adults).
Pay special attention to keepat Birds-I-View
Don’t forget water in
ing seed and food in feeders
American Goldfinch
the winter! All birds require
clean and DRY in the winter
(in winter plumage)
water to drink and to keep their
months. Weather guards and
and an Eastern Bluefeathers clean so they can fly
covers for feeders will help
bird chow down on
and stay warm. “Heated” bird
keep food dry, plus encourage
high fat Sunflower
Hearts in the
baths are really just “de-icing”
birds to eat during snow and
BIV Bird Garden
the water and most will shut off
rain.
at about 42 degrees. Keep heatIf Deer are invading
ed bird baths nearby so it is
your bird feeders, either
easy for you to refill/clean them
bring the feeders in at night, or
every day or two. Place a couple
position them eight feet or
of large rocks or objects in the
more off of the ground.
bath for birds to stand on and
Remember, many fruits on
to vary the water level (most of
berry-producing plants
bath should be only a couple of inches
Birds both for the purpose of keeping warm
( especially most hollies) are not palatadeep). Watch for flocking Bluebirds at bird
during sever weather, but also to hide from
ble to the birds until they have gone
baths in winter in Mid-Missouri! They are
predators. With the exception of Purple
through a hard freeze. Sometimes by the
Year-round residents here and are not terri- Martin Houses, keep nest boxes unplugged
time that happens in late winter, we are
torial until late winter.
so native birds may roost inside. Nest Boxes
already seeing some insect activity and
Evaluate your feeding stations to
can be “winterized” by covering ventilation
the birds are happily consuming those
adapt them to control starlings and
and drainage holes with wood or duct tape.
instead of the berries.
blackbirds which might over-run your
(Martin Houses should be kept plugged un- Late winter : Prepare nest boxes for nestfeeders. A variety of “caged” and “weighttil time for the Martins to arrive). Providing ing season by inspecting and making any
activated” feeders are available to deter
“roosting pockets”, and even garden walls
needed repairs. Use metal “portals” to correct
starlings and grackles, and placing seed in
and trellises, will
hole-size on any boxes in which the
give the birds a
entrances have been enlarged by
nice warm place
squirrels or woodpeckers. Make sure
A heated bird bath in winter often
to roost and get
all debris and droppings from birds
proves irresistible to Bluebirds!
out of the wind.
that have roosted in the box are reSituate plenty of
moved and discarded away from the
“perch area” (as
box. Chickadees have been
in short shrubs
A Hairy Woodpecker roosts known to nest as early as late
and plants with
February and often nest in midin the Great Crested
many branches)
March.
Flycatcher Nest Box
at
Birds-I-View!
approximately 10-
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Birds and
Natural Food in Winter

Many of our favorite backyard birds
rely on berry-producing plants for food
when cold weather limits their insect food supply. Not all birds
eat seed of course. Some, like Eastern Bluebirds, Carolina Wrens, and
American Robins are “non-seed eaters” with a diet consisting mainly of
foods that do not have a hard shell or covering to crack. However, even
our seed-eating wild birds rely on berries and natural food in the winter
and everyone is happier when those foods are in abundance!
Junipers (like Eastern Red Cedar) and Hackberry trees are
a couple of favorite food sources for many of our backyard
birds. Recently our good friend Don Kurz (author of Ozark
Wildflowers, Shrubs and Woody Vines of Missouri,
Trees of Missouri Field Guide, and MANY other great
books) helped us understand one reason the abundance of
berries in these two plants can vary from year to year or
maybe even from area to area. Because Junipers and Hackberry trees are “wind-pollinated”, extensive rainy periods in
spring can affect their reproductive success (thus the production of berries). When the plants pollen is knocked
down by the rain, germination is limited ...and so are the
berries!
Of course, when our Missouri winters get cold and frozen enough,
even those berries which are present become inaccessible to the birds!
A helping hand–out of bird food is surely appreciated at that time.

The BIV Bird Garden covered in Snow!

Left: Bluebirds chow
down on live
mealworms
at a feeder in
Winter.

Supplemental food options you can provide for non-seed
eating birds in Winter include Live Mealworms, dried
mealworms, Peanut /Tree nut pieces (no shell),
Sunflower hearts, Suet and suet nuggets, and our
new “Toppings” mixes consisting of dried fruit,
dried mealworms and shelled nut pieces.

What have BIV friends seen lately?
Well, locally, First Place goes to the Ruby-crowned Kinglet (male)
that showed up Jan. 20th at our Starling-proof caged Suet feeder! He’s
pictured right, eating our Pine Tree Farms Peanut Butter Suet just this
morning ( 1/21/16). Take some time to compare this bird to a Golden –

Ruby-crowned Kinglet

1/21/16

Photo by Steve Garr

crowned Kinglet in your field guides. The Golden-crowned is actually more
frequently seen in our area this time of year.
Other great finds this month: Your local River Bluffs Audubon Society
made a productive trip to the Lake of the Ozarks. Pictured below are 2 of the
85 Black Vultures they spotted! They also saw numerous Turkey Vultures the species most of us in Mid Moissouri would
be more familiar with ….once again, pull out your field guide and check out the differences between these species ( including
range differences). Other notable finds on their field trip were: 15 Bald Eagles, Red-headed Woodpeckers, Hooded
Merganser, and much more! These Field Trips are open to everyone....get details on the
Two of the 85
RBAS website or at BIV. Even more unique this month, an Anna’s Hummingbird has been
Black Vultures spotted on visiting a home in Springfield, MO. Anna’s is the most common hummingbird along the West
a recent RBAS field trip! Coast ( all the way up to Vancouver!) but it is a real treat to see it here. Other January Hummer news: as late as the 12th, a Crestwood, MO home was host to a Ruby-throated Hummingbird routinely visiting a hummer feeder!
A bit closer to home, we are receiving abundant reports of Pileated Woodpeckers
(often two of them at the same feeder) coming to suet and nuts. Of course those winter flocks
of Eastern Bluebirds continue (especially at heated bird baths —they love the recirculating
waterfalls!). LOTS of live mealworms being fed to the bluebirds, but also mixes of dried mealworms, chopped nuts and sunflower hearts. Yellow-bellied Sapsuckers are being reported
around town at suet feeders and we’ve ben watching a Brown Creeper this month and hopPhoto by Christie Lundy ing it finds its way to our feeders. Stop by BIV and write your sightings on our Bird Update
list!
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On Sale Now
at Birds-I-View
Birds-I-View

motto…
“Eat while you
watch Bird Eat!”
Pick up a jar of Cherchies
Champaign Mustard and a
jar of Cherchies Pretty Peppers at BIV (both on SALE
this month!) & try this recipe for

It’s official:

Starlings and Grackles
don’t know how to share!!
What’s a Backyard Birder to do?? Maybe we can help!

Festive Deviled Eggs
(Great make-ahead dish for Game Day, too!)

Ingredients:
6 eggs, room temperature
2 TBS Cherchies Champagne Mustard
or Cherchies Hot Banana Pepper Mustard
¼ jar Cherchies Pretty Peppers ,
drained
1 TBS cream cheese
1 TBS mayonnaise
½ tsp salt
▪Hard boil eggs ▪ Cool and shell ▪Cut
in half, remove yolks and place in a
bowl with remaining ingredients▪ Mix
until smooth▪ Spoon or pipe into egg
whites
BIV favorite Version: Switch the mustard and mayo quantities

Take 50 cents OFF each jar of
Mustards & Pretty Peppers !

ALL
Window Mount
Bird Feeders

10% OFF !
Includes Hummingbird, Bluebird,
and Oriole Feeders...ALL Window
Mount Feeders in stock!

Birds-I-View

Above: a Hairy
woodpecker in the
BIV Bird Garden
enjoys “starlingfree suet”!

The “Suet Sandwich” feeder
(left) is a BIV Customer
favorite. Remember : Do
NOT overfill it if you want to
keep Starlings and Grackles
away!
Learn MORE (and see
more pics) about the
Suet Sandwich HERE!

Above: This steel Caged
Suet feeder holds two suet
cakes (or tree nuts) but NO
starlings or Grackles!

“Non Starling” Bird Food Options:
White Safflower Seed—Fed ALONE and not mixed with other seed
Whole Peanuts (in the shell) Cardinals & Titmice LOVE these!
Safflower Seed Cakes and Cylinder Cakes

Feeding in “Little Dishes”…
Empty Bird feeders are not always a bad thing! Feeding

treats like live mealworms or suet dough in small dishes only
once or twice a day is less appealing to huge flocks of starlings than the fully-stocked, dependable large seed feeders!
Weight –activated feeders are another good starling deterrent. Read more about these remedies on the Educational page of our website!
See our “Stopping Unwanted Guests at your Feeding Stations” brochure

Look your backyard
bird friends in the eye!

Below: Birds Choice
WINDOW Feeder.
From Recycled Plastic.
Made in Wisconsin

Install a Window Mount
bird feeder today. See the video on
our facebook page of Carolina Wrens
inside our caged window feeder
Jefferson City, Mo
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Valentines Day Gift Ideas!
www.birds-i-view.biz
The Best
tasting coffee
is also a
terrific way to
help the birds!

15% OFF!
Our Cute Animal themed Zip Wallets
(in stock styles only)

A

valentine Breakfast should include
bird watching up
close (with Window
feeders) and some
special gourmet
muffins or crescents made with
Love by YOU!
We suggest:

Happy Valentines Day!
Give the Gift of being together!
Recycled Plastic Outdoor Furniture
NEW items in super New Colors.
GREAT Sale prices AND assembled at
No extra charge!
Lasts a Lifetime...just like True Love!

Rabbit Creek Cranberry

Orange Muffins
Crescents filled with our

Lem’n Raspberry
Marmalade OR our NEW
Cherry Butter (Easy to
make and leaves more time
for watching the birds!)
Here’s the “Recipe”:

Check out our top-selling “Classic Bench” in the store,
and ask about the incredible “Two Person Glider”

Open a can of crescent roll dough, separate, and place 3-4 tsps of Lem’n Raspberry marmalade or Cherry Butter on
each piece of crescent dough. Roll up
each crescent, bake mostly according to
directions on can (may have to lengthen
time just a little). As
soon as the crescents
come out of the oven
roll them in powdered
sugar. That’s it! Yum!

Birds-I-View

ASK US WHY this furniture is made from Polywood
( all plastic) and NOT from any composite materials
that contain WOOD….

We invite you to
Compare our PRICES!
We have GREAT prices on this fine
furniture!
Jefferson City, Mo
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